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Abstract
Distinct properties of translated text have been the subject of research in linguistics for many year (Baker, 1993). In recent years computational methods have been developed to empirically verify the linguistic theories about translated text (Baroni and Bernardini, 2006). While many characteristics of translated text are more apparent in comparison to the original text, most of the prior research has focused on monolingual features of translated and original text. The contribution of this work is introducing bilingual features that are capable of explaining differences in translation direction using localized linguistic phenomena at the phrase or sentence level, rather than using monolingual statistics at the document level. We show that these bilingual features outperform the monolingual features used in prior work (Kurokawa et al., 2009) for the task of classifying translation direction.

1 Introduction
It has been known for many years in linguistics that translated text has distinct patterns compared to original or authored text (Baker, 1993). The term “Translationese” is often used to refer to the characteristics of translated text. Patterns of Translationese can be categorized as follows (Volansky et al., 2013):

1. Simplification: The process of translation is often coupled with a simplification process at several levels. For example, there tends to be less lexical variety in translated text and rare words are often avoided.

2. Explicitation: Translators often have to be more explicit in their translations due to lack of the cultural context that speakers of the source language have. Another manifestation of this pattern is making arguments more explicit which can be observed in the heavy use of cohesive markers like “therefore” and “moreover” in translated text (Koppel and Ordan, 2011).

3. Normalization: Translated text often contains more formal and repeating language.

4. Interference: A translator is likely to produce a translation that is structurally and grammatically closer to the source text or their native language.

In Figure 1 the size of a word in the “Translated” section is proportional to the difference between the frequency of the word in original and in the translated text (Fellows, 2013). For example, it is apparent that the word “the” is over-represented in translated English as noted by other research (Volansky et al., 2013). In addition, cohesive markers are clearly more common in translated text.

In the past few years there has been work on machine learning techniques for identifying Translationese. Standard machine learning algorithms like SVMs (Baroni and Bernardini, 2006) and Bayesian Logistic Regression (Koppel and Ordan, 2011) have been employed to train classifiers for one of the following tasks:

i. Given a chunk of text in a specific language, classify it as “Original” or “Translated”.

ii. Given a chunk of translated text, predict the source language of the translation.

iii. Given a text chunk pair and their languages, predict the direction of translation.

There are two stated motivations for the tasks above: first, empirical validation of linguistic theories about Translationese (Volansky et al., 2013), and second, improving statistical machine translation by leveraging the knowledge of the translation direction in training and test data (Lember-
sky et al., 2012a; Lembersky et al., 2013; Lembersky et al., 2012b). Few parallel corpora including a customized version of EuroParl (Islam and Mehler, 2012) and a processed version of Hansard (Kurokawa et al., 2009) are labeled for translated versus original text. Using these limited resources, it has been shown that taking the translation direction into account when training a statistical machine translation system can improve translation quality (Lembersky et al., 2013). However, improving statistical machine translation using translation direction information has been limited by several factors.

1. Limited Labeled Data: The amount of labeled data is limited by language and domain and therefore by itself is not enough to make a significant improvement in statistical machine translation.

2. Cross-Domain Scalability: Current methods of Translationese detection do not scale across different corpora. For example, a classifier trained on EuroParl corpus (Koehn, 2005) had in-domain accuracy of 92.7% but out-of-domain accuracy of 64.8% (Koppel and Ordan, 2011).

3. Text Chunk Size: The reported high accuracy of Translationese detection is based on relatively large (approximately 1500 tokens) text chunks (Koppel and Ordan, 2011). When similar tasks are performed at the sentence level the accuracy drops by 15 percentage points or more (Kurokawa et al., 2009). Figure 2 shows how detection accuracy drops with the reduction of the input text chunk size. Since parallel data are often available at the sentence level or small chunks of text, existing detection methods aren’t suitable for this type of data.

Motivated by these limitations, in this work we focus on improving sentence-level classification accuracy by using non-domain-specific bilingual features at the sentence level. In addition to improving accuracy, these fine-grained features may be better able to confirm existing theories or discover new linguistic phenomena that occur in the translation process. We use a fast linear classifier trained with online learning, Vowpal Wabbit (Langford et al., 2007). The Hansard French-English dataset (Kurokawa et al., 2009) is used for training and test data in all experiments.

2 Related Work

While distinct patterns of Translationese have been studied widely in the past, the work of Baroni and Bernardini (2006) is the first to introduce a computational method for detecting Translationese with high accuracy. Prior work has shown in-domain accuracy can be very high at the chunk-level if fully lexicalized features are used (Volansky et al., 2013), but then the phenomena learned are clearly not generalizable across domains. For example, in Figure 1, it can be observed that content words like “commission”, “council” or “union” can be used effectively for classification while they do not capture any general linguistic phenomena and are unlikely to scale

---

1This word cloud was created using the wordcloud and tm R packages (Fellows, 2013) from EuroParl parallel data annotated for translation direction (Islam and Mehler, 2012) obtained from http://www.hucompute.org/ressourcen/corpora/56.

2This is a reproduction of the results of Koppel and Ordan (2011) using function word frequencies as features for a logistic regression classifier. Based on the description of how text chunks were created, the results of the paper (92.7% accuracy) are based on text chunk sizes of approximately 1500 tokens.
to other corpora. This is also confirmed by an average human performance of 72.7% precision with 82.1% recall on a similar task where the test subjects were not familiar with the domain and were not able to use domain-specific lexical features (Baroni and Bernardini, 2006). A more general feature set still with high in-domain accuracy is POS tags with lexicalization of function words (Baroni and Bernardini, 2006; Kurokawa et al., 2009). We build on this feature set and explore bilingual features.

The only work to consider features of the two parallel chunks (one original, one translated) is the work of Kurokawa et al. (2009). They simply used the union of the n-gram mixed-POS\(^3\) features of the two sides; these are monolingual features of the original and translated text and do not look at translation phenomena directly. Their work is also the only work to look at sentence level detection accuracy and report 15 percentage points drop in accuracy when going from chunk level to sentence level classification.

3 Bilingual Features for Translation Direction Classification

We are interested in learning common localized linguistic phenomena that occur during the translation process when translating in one direction but not the other.

3.1 POS Tag MTUs

Minimal translation units (MTUs) for a sentence pair are defined as pairs of source and target word sets that satisfy the following conditions (Quirk and Menezes, 2006).

1. No alignment links between distinct MTUs.
2. MTUs are not decomposable into smaller MTUs without violating the previous rule.

We use POS tags to capture linguistic structures and MTUs to map linguistic structures of the two languages. To obtain POS MTUs from a parallel corpus, first, the parallel corpus is word aligned. Next, the source and target side of the corpus are tagged independently. Finally, words are replaced with their corresponding POS tag in word-aligned sentence pairs. MTUs were extracted from the POS tagged word-aligned sentence pairs from left to right and listed in source order. Unigram, bi-gram, and higher order n-gram features were built over this sequence of POS MTUs. For example, for the sentence pair in Figure 3, the following POS MTUs will be extracted: VBZ⇒D, PRP⇒(N,V), RB⇒ADV, JJ⇒N, .⇒PUNC.

3.2 Distortion

In addition to the mapping of linguistic structures, another interesting phenomenon is the reordering of linguistic structures during translation. One hypothesis is that when translating from a fixed-order to a free-order language, the order of the target will be very influenced by the source (almost monotone translation), but when translating into a fixed order language, more re-ordering is required to ensure grammaticality of the target. To capture this pattern we add distortion to POS Tag MTU features. We experiment with absolute distortion (word position difference between source and target of a link) as well as HMM distortion (word position difference between the target of a link and the target of the previous link). We bin the distortions into three bins: “= 0”, “> 0” and “< 0”, to reduce sparsity.

4 Experimental Setup

For the translation direction detection task explained in section 1, we use a fast linear classifier trained with online learning, Vowpal Wabbit (Langford et al., 2007). Training data and classification features are explained in section 4.1 and 4.2.

---

3 Only replacing content words with their POS tags while leaving function words as is.
4.1 Data
For this task we require a parallel corpus with sentence pairs available in both directions (sentences authored in language A and then translated to language B and vice versa). While the customized version of EuroParl (Islam and Mehler, 2012) contains sentence pairs for many language pairs, none of the language pairs have sentence pairs available in both directions (e.g., it does contain sentences authored in English and translated into French but not vice versa). The Canadian Hansard corpus on the other hand fits the requirement as it has 742,408 sentence pairs translated from French to English and 2,203,504 sentences pairs that were translated from English to French (Kurokawa et al., 2009). We use the Hansard data for training classifiers. For training the HMM word alignment model used to define features, we use a larger set of ten billion words of parallel text from the WMT English-French corpus.

4.2 Preprocessing and Feature Extraction
We used a language filter\textsuperscript{4}, deduplication filter\textsuperscript{5} and length ratio filter to clean the data. After filtering we were left with 1,890,603 English-French sentence pairs and 640,117 French-English sentence pairs. The Stanford POS tagger (Toutanova and Manning, 2000) was used to tag the English and the French sides of the corpus. The HMM alignment model (Vogel et al., 1996) trained on WMT data was used to word-align the Hansard corpus while replacing words with their corresponding POS tags. Due to differences in word breaking between the POS tagger tool and our word alignment tool there were some mismatches. For simplicity we dropped the entire sentence pair whenever a token mismatch occurred. This left us with 401,569 POS tag aligned sentence pairs in the French to English direction and 1,184,702 pairs in the other direction. We chose to create a balanced dataset and reduced the number of English-French sentences to 401,679 with 20,000 sentence pairs held out for testing in each direction.

5 Results
The results of our experiments on the translation direction detection task are listed in Table 4. We would like to point out several results from the table. First, when using only unigram features, the highest accuracy is achieved by the “POS-MTU + HMM Distortion” feature, which uses POS minimal translation units together with distortion. The highest accuracy overall if obtained by a “POS-MTU” trigram model, showing the advantage of bilingual features over prior work using only a union of monolingual features (reproduced by the “English-POS + French-POS” configuration). While higher order features generally show better in-domain accuracy, the advantage of low-order bilingual features might be even higher in cross-domain classification.

\textsuperscript{4}A character n-gram language model is used to detect the language of source and target side text and filter them out if they do not match their annotated language.

\textsuperscript{5}Duplicate sentences pairs are filtered out.

\textsuperscript{6}For description of English POS tags see (Marcus et al., 1993) and (Abeillé et al., 2003) for French
6 Analysis

An interesting aspect of this work is that it is able to extract features that can be linguistically interpreted. Although linguistic analysis of these features is outside the scope of this work, we list POS MTU features with highest positive or negative weights in Table 1. Although the top feature, \( \text{NNPS}\Rightarrow (N, C) \)^7, in this context is originating from a common phrase used by French speaking members of the Canadian Parliament, québécoises et des québécois, it does highlight an underlying linguistic phenomenon that is not specific to the Canadian Parliament. When translating a plural noun from English to French it is likely that only the masculine form of the noun appears, while if it was authored in French with both forms of the nouns, a single plural noun would appear in English as English doesn’t have masculine and feminine forms of the word. A more complete form of this feature would have been \( \text{NNPS}\Rightarrow (N, C, N) \), but since word alignment models, in general, discourage one-to-many alignments, the extracted MTU only covers the first noun and conjunction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POS MTU (E⇒F)</th>
<th>FE#</th>
<th>EF#</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{NNPS}\Rightarrow (N, C) )</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>québécoises(NNPS) ⇒ québécoises(N) et(C) des québécois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{IN}\Rightarrow (CL, V) )</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1027</td>
<td>a few days ago(IN) ⇒ il y(CL) a(V) quelques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{PRP}\Rightarrow (N, V) )</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>he(PRPP) is ⇒ le député(N) à(V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{IN}, \text{POS}\Rightarrow A )</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>québec(NNP) ’s(POS) history ⇒ histoire québécoises(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{FW}, \text{FW}\Rightarrow \text{ADV} )</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>pro(FW) bono(FW) work ⇒ bénévolement(ADV) travailler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{RB}, \text{MD}\Rightarrow V )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>money alone(RB) could(MD) solve ⇒ argent suffirait(V) à résoudre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: POS MTU features with highest weight. FE# indicates the number of times this feature appeared when translating from French to English.6

7\( \text{NNPS}: \) Plural Noun, \( N: \) Noun, \( C: \) Conjunction
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